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一、 中文摘要

二、 緣由與目的

在此報告中，我們針對一個以蟲洞繞
徑的二維 torus/mesh 中，考慮多點群播的
問題；這裡所謂的多點群播指的是：任意
的起始點個數，每一個起始點都有任意數
目的終點欲做傳播。為了要解決因繞徑所
產生的競爭與壅塞的問題，我們提出了切
割網路成子網路的方法，如此可平衡各網
路鏈結的流量負載。我們討論了幾種切割
網路的方法。同時，實驗模擬的結果也顯
示，這樣的做法比現有在二維 torus/mesh
中的做法要好，可獲得大大的改善。

In a multicomputer network, processors
often need to communicate with each other
for various reasons, such as data exchange
and event synchronization. Efficient
communication
is
critical
for
high-performance computing. This is
especially true for those collective
communication patterns, such as broadcast
and multicast, which involve more than one
source and/or destination.

關鍵詞：群集通訊、內部連結網路、群播、
多處理機網路、網格結構、蟲洞繞徑。
Abstr act
This report considers the multi-node
multicast problem in a wormhole-routed 2D
torus/mesh, where an arbitrary number of
source nodes each intending to multicast a
message to an arbitrary set of destinations.
To resolve the contention and the congestion
problems, we propose to partition the
network into subnetworks to distribute, and
thus balance, the traffic load among all
network links. Several ways to partition the
network are explored. Simulation results
show significant improvement over existing
results for torus and mesh networks.
Keywor ds: collective communication,
interconnection
network,
multicast,
multicomputer networks, torus, wormhole
routing.

This report considers the multi-node
multicast problem in a 2D torus/mesh with
wormhole, dimension-ordered, and one-port
routing capability [1]. There are an arbitrary
number of source nodes each intending to
send a multicast message to an arbitrary set
of destination nodes. We approach this
problem by using multiple unicasts to
implement multicast. The challenge is that
there may exist serious contention when the
source set or destination set is large or when
there exists hot-spot effect (i.e., sources
and/or destinations concentrate in some
particular area). To resolve the contention
problem, we apply two schemes: network
partitioning and load balancing. We first
partition the network into a number of
“subnetworks” and then evenly distribute
these multicasts, by re-routing them, to
these subnetworks, with the expectation of
balancing the traffic load among all network
links.
Our work is not to propose a completely
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brand-new scheme, in the sense that after a
torus/mesh is partitioned, the obtained
subnetworks are each a ``dilated'' network
still maintaining a similar torus/mesh
topology. Thus, it is possible to apply the
best available multicast schemes on these
subnetworks. The details are in the next
section, where several ways to partition the
torus/mesh are proposed. It is worth noting
that the network-partitioning idea was
originally proposed by the same authors in
[7] and [8] for single-node broadcast and
single-node multicast, respectively. The
contribution of this report is in extending its
applicability to multi-node multicast,
demonstrating its capability to balance load,
and exploring more ways to partition a
torus/mesh. Through extensive simulations,
we justify that our network-partitioning
approach can achieve better load balance
and reduce multicast latency [2, 3, 5].

Definition 1. Given a wormhole network
G= (V, C), a subnetwork G’= (V’, C’) of G is
one such that V’ ⊆ V and C’ ⊆ C.
For instance, Figure 1 shows four
subnetworks, Gi, i=0..3, in a 16 x 16 torus.
Our approach in this report is to use
multiple subnetworks in a torus to balance
the communication load in different parts of
the torus, thus eliminating congestion and
hot-spot effects. This is of importance
particular for massive communication
problems such as multi-node multicast. This
leads to an important issue of making each
subnetwork less dependent of other
subnetworks.
3. A Gener al Model for Multi-Node
Multicasts
A multi-node multicast instance can be
denoted by a set of 3-tuple {(si, Mi, Di),
i=1..m}. There are m source nodes s1, s2, … ,
sm. Each si, i=1..m, intends to multicast a
message Mi to a set Di of destinations.

三、研究方法
1. Networ k Model
A wormhole-routed multi-computer
network consists of a number of computers
(nodes) each with a separate router to
handle its communication tasks [4]. From
the connectivity between routers, we can
define the topology of a wormhole-routed
network as a graph G=(V, C), where V is the
node set and C specifies the channel
connectivity. We assume the one-port model,
where a node can send, and simultaneously
receive, one message at a time.
A message is partitioned into a number
of flits to be sent in the network. The header
flit governs the routing, while the remaining
flits simply follow the header in a pipelined
fashion. In the contention-free case, the
communication latency for sending a
message of L bytes is commonly modeled
by Ts+LTc [4], where Ts is the startup time
(for initializing the communication) and Tc
is the transmission time per byte. Also, we
consider networks that are connected as
torus or mesh. Due to the space limitation,
we omit the presentation about meshes.

Next, we derive a general approach to
multi-node multicast based on the concept
of subnetworks. Given any network G, we
construct from G two kinds of subnetworks:
data-distributing networks (DDNs) and
data-collecting networks (DCNs). Suppose
we have α DDNs, DDN0, DDN1,… , DDNα−1,
and β DCNs, DCN0, DCN1,… , DCNβ−1. We
require the following properties in our
model:
P1: DDN0, DDN1,… , DDNα−1 together
incur on each node about the same
level of node contention, and similarly
on each link about the same level of
link contention.
P2: DCN0, DCN1,… , DCNβ−1 are disjoint
and they together contain all nodes of
G.
P3: DDNi and DCNj intersect by at least
one node, for all 0 ≤ i < α and 0 ≤ j <
β.
Now given a problem instance {(si, Mi,
Di), i=1..m}, a general approach is derived
as follows.

2. Subnetwor ks of a Wor mhole Networ k
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Phase 1: Each multicast (si, Mi, Di), i=1..m,
selects a target data distribution
network, say, DDNa to distribute its
message. The selection should be done
with load balance in mind. Then si
chooses a node r i ∈ DDNa as a
representative of si in DDNa and sends
Mi to r i.

A more distributed approach is to have
each si randomly choose a DDN as its target
subnetwork. This approach is more
appropriate if multicasts arrive in an
unpredictable or asynchronous manner or in
a stochastic model, such as that assumed in
[6]. Load balance is achieved automatically
if multicasts arrive stochastically randomly.

Phase 2: From node r i, perform a multicast
(r i, Mi, D’i) on DDNa , where the
destination set D’i is obtained from Di
by the following transformation. For
each DCNb, b=0..β-1, if DCNb
contains one or more destination nodes
in Di, then select any node d ∈ DDNa
∩ DCNb (by P3) as the representative
of the recipients of message Mi in
DCNb. Then we join d into D’i.

4.2 Phase 2: Multicasting in DDNs
In this phase, each multicast (si, Mi, Di)
is translated into a (r i, Mi, D’i) to be
performed in a DDN. Since each DDN is
still a torus under our definition (except that
there is some link dilation), this is still a
multicast on a conceptually smaller torus
(due
to
the
distance-insensitive
characteristic of wormhole routing). Also, it
should be commented that the way that Di is
translated to D’i will incur a concentration
effect and thus there is a high probability
that |D’i| < |Di|. So, the multicast is on a
smaller network with a smaller destination
set. Statistically, we can say that |D’i| ≈ |Di| /
α.

Phase 3: In each DCNb, b=0.. β-1, after the
representative node d receives Mi, it
performs another multicast (d, Mi, Di
∩ DCNb) on the subnetwork DCNb.
The following two properties are not a
necessity, but would offer regularity in
designing phases 2 and 3.
P4: DDN0,
DDN1,… ,
isomorphic.

DDNα−1

are

P5: DCN0,
DCN1,… ,
isomorphic.

DCNβ−1

are

Overall, each DDN will still need to
perform a multi-node multicast. With the
dimension-ordered routing constraint, one
possibility is to use the U-torus scheme [5]
for each multicast.
4.3 Phase 3: Multicasting in DCNs

4. Multi-Node Multicast in a 2D Tor us
Given a multi-node multicast instance
{(si, Mi, Di), i=1..m}, next we show in more
details how to apply the multi-node
multicast model using the DDNs and DCNs
defined above.

In this phase, each multicast (r i, Mi, D’i)
will incur a multicast (d, Mi, Di ∩ DCNc) on
each DCNc, c=0..β-1. Since DCNc is a mesh
and dimension-ordered routing is required,
one possibility is to apply the U-mesh
scheme [3].

4.1

4.4

Phase 1: Balancing Tr affic among
DDNs

Simulation
Compar ison

and

Per for mance

We have developed a simulator to study
the performance issue. We mainly compared
our scheme against the U-torus scheme [5]
under various situations. The parameters
used in our simulations are listed below.

In this phase, each multicast (si, Mi, Di),
i=1..m should be distributed to one of the
DDNs. There are two concerns to distribute
the load. First, each DDN should receive
about the same number of multicasts.
Second, in each DDN, each node should be
responsible for about the same number of
multicasts. If the multicast pattern is given
in advance, these are not hard to achieve.
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l

The torus size is 16x16.

l

Startup time Ts= 30 or 300 ìsec;
transmission time per flit Tc = 1 ìsec.

l

Dilation h = 2 or 4.

l

The problem instance is {(si, Mi, Di),
i=1..m } with |Mi| =32 ~ 1024 flits, and
m= |Di| = 16 ~ 240 nodes.

l

A hot-spot factor of p=25%, 50%,
80%, or 100% is used. Specifically,
when generating Di, we first choose
p|Di| destination nodes which are
common to all destination sets Di,
i=1..m. Then the rest (1-p)|Di|
destination nodes are chosen randomly
from the network. A larger p thus
indicates higher contention on
destination nodes.

Extensive simulations have been conducted,
which show significant improvement over
existing U-torus, U-mesh, and SPU
schemes.
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Figure 1. Four dilated-4 subnetworks, each as an undirected 4x4 torus, in a 16x16 torus.
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Figure 2. Multicast latency in a 16x16 torus at various message sizes: (a) 80 sources and
destinations and (b) 176 sources and destinations (Ts= 300 ìsec and Tc= 1 ìsec).
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Figure 3. Effects of load balance on multicast latency in a 16x16 torus: (a) 80 destinations
and (b) 176 destinations (Ts= 300 ìsec, Tc= 1 ìsec, and |Mi|=32).
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Figure 4. Effects of the hot-spot factor on multicast latency in a 16x16 torus: (a) 80 and (b)
112 sources and destinations (Ts= 300 ìsec, Tc= 1 ìsec, and |Mi|=32).
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